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Sketch map of
the northwest arm of
Makinson Inlet showing
the position of the
polynya observedin
May 1973.
FIG. 1.

On a Polynya in
Makinson Inlet
A polynya was observed three kilometres
south of Hook Glacier in the northwest arm
of Makinson InletinMay
1973 (Fig. 1).
Because of a combination of rough ice, soft
snow and a spell of high winds it was only
possible to occupy four stations in the arm:
Station 1 near the head, Station 2 in the basin
just north of Hook Island,Station 3 about
200 m. east of the polynya and Station 4 east
of St. Laurent Point (See Table 1). The results
from Station 2 showed that the water was
almost
isothermal
at -l.8O0C, near the

TABLE 1. Details of Stations.
Ice
Snow
Date
and Sounding thickness thickness
Station
in
time
in
in
Number (GMT) metres metres
metres
1
2
3
4

0100, 14/5
8
0150,
15/5
135
7.5
0235,
16/5
225
0625,
22/5

1.54
1.38
0.85
2.02

0.24
0.20
0.20
0.40
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LENGTH Ik m )
POLYNYA

59

FIG. 2. A. Longitudinal
profile of the northwest
armfromthe head to
St. Laurent Point.
B. Cross-section of the
arm through thepolynya.
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freezing point,withlittle
salinity variation prism volume of 1.6 x lOSm.3. The mean
valueadopted forthe volume of the tidal
in the verticalcolumn. Thetemperatureat
125 m. in Station 2 was nearly 0 5 ° C lower prism, 1.2 x lOSm.3, is probably accurate to
a factor of 2.
than the temperature at the same
depthin
The rate of loss of heat through the surStation 4 in the waters of the main section of
the inlet. A tentativeexplanation
of the face of the polynya can be estimated1 to be
about 1000 langleys per day if the air temhomogeneous waterstructurefoundinStation 2 and of the existence of the polynya perature is taken as -3O"C, the water temperature as - 1"C and the meanwind velocity
south of Polynia Bluff is suggested below.
It should be noted that none of the names 5 m. sec.-l. This gives a total heat loss during
applied to features
in
the inlet are yet each flood tide over the 2 km.2 of the polynya
authorized. Theyareunder
consideration of 5 x 1012 calories. It is assumed that more
by the CanadianPermanentCommittee
on or less complete mixing of the incoming tidal
flow and the waters of the arm takes place on
Geographical Names.
Only a small number of soundings taken each flood tide. This assumption is justified,
in the waters north of High Island are avail- as a first approximation at least, by the state
able, and the bathymetry shown in Fig. 2A of homogeneity revealed by temperature and
is estimated from these soundings, from the salinity observations. The resulting degree of
generalappearance of the morphology and cooling of the water in the arm would then
from
the
appearance
of tide-cracks and be 3.0 x lO-3"C on each flood tide. If now
grounded ice. The resulting estimated volume it is assumed that the water in the arm had
of water in the inlet is 2.4 x 109m.3 which is a similar temperature structure to that in the
considered accurate only to within a factor main inlet at the beginning of freeze-up, the
of three. Similarly, the cross-section shown difference between theaverage temperature
in Fig. 2B was estimated from four soundings in the deep basin and that in the main inlet
taken in May 1973 togetherwith six hand- in May must be due to additional cooling of
leadsoundings takeninthe
polynya area the inflowing water as it passes through the
during a very brief visit in August 1973. The polynya. By integrationover the upper 150
estimated cross-sectional area, 1.5 x lO4m.z m., this mean temperature difference is found
is probably accurate to a factor of 2. No con- to be about 0.2"C, and therefore under the
assumed conditions about 70 tides would be
tinuous tidal records have been taken in the
inlet, but the tide was observed to be essen- required to give the observed cooling, or
tially semi-diurnal with a range of about 2 m. about 1000 degree-days.
Using climatological statistics forEureka
The resulting estimate of the volume of the
8.6 x 107m.3. Alternatively, Sound, the nearest permanentweather statidalprismis
tidal velocities in the polynya were estimated tion, it appears that the observed temperature
by observation of the motion of floating distribution could be expected to occur some
For a time in December. Until this time the polynya
brash ice to beabout 1.0m.sec.-1.
cross-section of 1.5 x lO4m.2 over a period of would remainopen because of the flow on
six hours. a maximum velocitv of 1 m.sec.-1
both flood and ebb tides of water above the
-~~~
the waterin the basin
on a sine-curve tidal form- implies a tidalfreezingpoint.Once
<

~

~

~

~~~
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reached an isothermalconditionwith
the
temperature at -1.7"C or lower, it might be
expected that the very cold waters of the ebb
tide would begin to freeze in the polyzya. On
each flood tide slightly warmer water mixed
upwards from the deeper levels of the main
inlet would pass through the polynya but the
low temperatures of JanuaryandFebruary
and the large net heat loss due to radiation
would probably be sufficient to keep the surface frozenover.
With the return of the sun in April, the
combination of solar heating and of ablation
from below by the slightly warmer inflowing
water would be expected to open the polynya
sometime before the rest of the ice inthe inlet
broke up. When the observations were made
in the middle of May the polynya was about
2 km. long north to south and 1 km. wide.
The ice inthat region of the arm even at
some distance from theopen water wasabout
one third the thickness of that in the main
inlet and about half the thickness of that in
the basin (Table 1). ERTS satellitephotographs taken in 1973 show that the polynya
opened some time between 4 April and 22
April, at which latter date it had a diameter
of about 1 km. The ice cover around it
remained continuous until July. No observations of the freeze-up date have been made
as infrared photographs of this area are not
available.
In summary, the water in the basin is well
mixed right to the bottom, although the sill
depth is less than 15 m. At the same time
the polynya region appears to remainopen
for most of the year. The conclusion is that
the two phenomena are complementary and
that the homogeneity of the water is a result

of the downward mixing of water cooled in
its passage through the polynya. Whether the
water behind the sill becomes stratified during the summer and consequently becomes
partly deoxygenated at depthremains to be
determined. However, it seems probable that
even if this happens there is complete regeneration of the deep basin water at least every
winter.
A further point which may indicate the regularoccurrence of thisphenomenon is the
abundance of animal life found around the
polynya. It was estimated that atleast 50 ring
seal were using the polynya and polar bear
lefttheir trackswithin 50 m. of the tents,
luckily without pausing to investigate the
investigators. A number of wolf, fox and hare
tracks wereseen, while a dozen or so glaucous
gulls and arctic gulls patrolled the open water.
While other cases of polynyasinarctic
fiords have been reported2 it appears thatthis
onehas some unusual features and would
repay further investigation.
H . Eric Sadler
Earth Sciences Division
Defence Research Establishment
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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